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Abstract 
 
“Shake Your Tuchas”: Jewish Parody Rappers and the Performance 
of Jewish Masculinity 
 
by 
 
Lana Kimura Tyson, MMusic 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 
CO-SUPERVISORS: Sonia Seeman, Caroline O’Meara 
 
 
 American Jewish rappers have become an increasingly prevalent topic in Jewish 
popular and scholarly media, where critics and scholars seek to understand how hip-hop 
performance and consumption serves as a platform for exploring and articulating Jewish 
identity. This thesis explores the work of what I term “Jewish parody rappers”—rappers 
who foreground Jewishness while destabilizing normative American Jewish identity 
using humor or parody—in order to demonstrate how nuanced gender and ethnoracial 
identity performances can be found in an often overlooked segment of Jewish rap. Using 
Jamie Moshin’s concept of “New Jewishness,” I argue that Jewish parody rappers 
recontextualize tropes of Jewish masculinity through black hip-hop codes, evoking a long 
history of Jewish engagement with African-American performance. 
 Through an examination of Jewish parody rappers and their performances—
 vi 
including the Beastie Boys, 2 Live Jews, Chutzpah, and Athens Boys Choir—I 
demonstrate how these New Jews destabilize, or queer, Jewish identity through hip-hop 
performance. The Beastie Boys’ parodic performances highlight Jewishness as a liminal 
identity as they use the malleable and performative markers of Jewish masculinity to 
foreground their whiteness in the black-dominated arena of hip-hop. 2 Live Jews and 
Chutzpah recuperate tropes of effeminate and impotent Jewish masculinity through their 
extended parodies. Harvey Katz of Athens Boys Choir plays with tropes of Jewish 
masculinity not only to queer Jewishness, like other Jewish parody rappers, but also to 
articulate an explicitly queer Jewish identity. Each of these core samples illuminates 
various ways in which Jewish parody rappers perform New Jewish identity; however, 
these rappers do not evade the specter of problematic racial appropriation as they 
articulate Jewishness through and against tropes of black hip-hop hypermasculinity. 
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Introduction 
Recorded in 1979, Steve Gordon & The Kosher Five’s “Take My Rap…Please” 
begins with the rapper claiming that this Jewish hip-hop record is “not a joke,” yet he 
continues with a nearly five-minute long parody of Jewish culture over a looped funk 
beat. Gordon mixes references to The Sugarhill Gang’s “Rapper’s Delight” with Fiddler 
on the Roof, his Yiddish-inflected voice evoking that of an elderly Jewish man as he 
recounts his adventures with salad bars, disco boogying, and MCing. Although “Take My 
Rap…Please” was a short-lived novelty recording, a similar blend of parody and 
expressions of Jewishness recurs throughout American Jewish rap performance. In this 
thesis, I examine the musical performances of what I refer to as “Jewish parody 
rappers”—rappers who foreground Jewishness while destabilizing normative American 
Jewish identity using humor or parody—in order to interrogate their use of hip-hop 
conventions in articulating and redefining Jewish identities. My primary concern will be 
these artists’ performances of Jewish masculinity; in addition to being a primary theme in 
Jewish parody rappers’ performances, this particular configuration of identity has 
historically been central to popular representations of American Jewishness. Like Steve 
Gordon & The Kosher Five, the musicians I examine—the Beastie Boys, 2 Live Jews, 
Chutzpah, and Athens Boys Choir—parody tropes of Jewish masculinity through 
signifiers of black masculinity, creating humorous yet problematic performances of 
Jewish identity. Residing at the nexus of American Jewish comedic conventions and 
white comedy rap traditions, Jewish parodic rap performances by groups such as 2 Live 
Jews and Chutzpah simultaneously celebrate and ridicule Jewish stereotypes. 
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Comedy or parodic hip-hop performances are rich sites for the critical 
interrogation of rap and hip-hop culture’s roles in the discursive construction of identity, 
as comedy rappers satirize hip-hop’s specific racialized and gendered politics. Comedy 
hip-hop in general, let alone the work of specifically Jewish artists, is rarely afforded 
much serious consideration. Comedy rappers’ acts are often short-lived and their 
humorous approaches typically deflect claims of hip-hop “authenticity.” While hip-hop is 
historically a form of black cultural expression, widespread interest in the style’s 
aesthetics, politics, and cultural histories has positioned rap as a primary site for various 
performances and interrogations of race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and other identity 
formations.1 Comedy rappers frequently rap about their own racialized position within 
hip-hop, often requiring at least a basic knowledge of hip-hop’s racial politics in order to 
understand the humor. Many Jewish rappers also use humor to address Jewish ethnoracial 
identities and the intertexuality of their performances illuminate the layered complexities 
of identity and representation. 
Rap has historically been a masculine dominated arena of performance, and while 
more studies on women in rap are indeed necessary, it is also important to continue 
exploring the multiplicity of hip-hop masculinities in order to complicate notions of 
masculinity and its intersectionality with other forms of identity. Although much research 
is sorely needed on Jewish femininities, as well as the intersection of femininities and 
hip-hop, my aim is to participate in the currently developing dialogue on masculinity and 
                                                  
1 Tricia Rose, Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America (Middletown, CT: 
Wesleyan University Press, 1994); Rose highlights hip-hop’s racial politics in her foundational study of rap 
music in America, stating, “rap music is a black cultural expression that prioritizes black voices from the 
margins of urban America,” while qualifying that this claim “does not deny the pleasure and participation 
of others” (pp. 2-4). 
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hip-hop. Recent studies of hip-hop masculinities include books by Jeffrey O. G. Ogbar 
and Miles White, which examine the politics of racial performance in hip-hop, including 
discourses of authenticity and evocations of minstrelsy.2 White’s examination of white 
appropriations of blackness in hip-hop is particularly useful as a framework for 
understanding the racial politics of Jewish rap performances. In addition, the newly 
revised edition of That’s the Joint! The Hip-Hop Studies Reader includes various 
readings that address a broad range of hip-hop masculinities as well as issues of queer 
identity and homophobia in hip-hop.3 As I explore how Jewish hip-hop artists perform 
masculinity through parody, I ask the following questions: With which racialized 
representations of masculinity are Jewish rappers engaging? How does parody function in 
performances of identity? How do these rappers reconfigure performances of black 
masculinity and how are these performances situated in relation to (other) “white” 
appropriations of blackness? How do Jewish parody rappers perform and parody 
sexuality, in addition to gender? By examining individual songs, albums, and music 
videos, I will explore how Jewish rappers discursively construct identity through visual, 
musical, and lyrical performance. 
I will begin by situating Jewish parody rappers within articulations of “Heebster” 
culture, or what Jamie Moshin refers to as “New Jewishness”: American Jews’ late-
                                                  
2 Jeffrey O. G. Ogbar, Hip-Hop Revolution: The Culture and Politics of Rap (Lawrence, KS: University 
Press of Kansas, 2007); Miles White, From Jim Crow to Jay-Z: Race, Rap, and the Performance of 
Masculinity (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2011). 
3 Andreana Clay, “I Used to Be Scared of the Dick: Queer Women of Color and Hip-Hop Masculinity;” 
Michael Eric Dyson and Byron Hurt, “‘Cover Your Eyes as I Describe a Scene so Violent’: Violence, 
Machismo, Sexism, and Homophobia;” Ela Greenberg, “‘The King of the Streets’: Hip-Hop and the 
Reclaiming of Masculinity in Jerusalem’s Shu‘afat Refugee Camp;” and Marc Lamont Hill, “Scared 
Straight: Hip-Hop, Outing, and the Pedagogy of Queerness,” in That’s the Joint! The Hip-Hop Studies 
Reader, ed. Murray Forman and Mark Anthony Neal, 2nd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2011). 
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twentieth- and early-twenty-first-century destabilizations of normative Jewish identity 
through playful and irreverent identity performances. Guided by Judith Butler’s theories 
of gender performativity and their intersection with Linda Hutcheon’s conceptualizations 
of parody, I examine the significance of identity, representation, and embodiment for 
Jewish rappers, noting what is at stake for such performances and how rap music serves 
as a site for identity formation and contestation. I then trace the historical construction of 
the stereotyped effeminate male Jew which “Heebster” parody rappers confront, in 
addition to discussing how signifiers of blackness are central to Jewish rappers’ 
articulations of gender, sexuality, and ethnoracial identity. 
These introductions to Jewishness are then used to contextualize the musical and 
visual performances of a selection of Jewish parody rap groups and individual 
performers. My first chapter will examine how the Beastie Boys capitalize on the 
malleability of Jewish identity, parodying tropes of Jewishness in order to perform as a 
“white” group. While the Beasties illuminate Jewish liminality, they also function as a 
liminal case in my study; they do not foreground Jewish identity through their 
performances, yet their parody of both Jewish and black masculinities are central to their 
personas, aligning them with other groups who overtly perform Jewishness. This chapter 
is indebted to Jon Stratton’s study of the Beasties’ performance of what he calls 
“whiteface,” where he argues that the group’s particular performance of white identity, 
and consequently their success, was largely due to their Jewishness. However, I diverge 
from Stratton’s claim about the boundaries of the group’s ethnoracial performance to 
argue that the Beasties also parody black hip-hop hypermasculinity in order to construct 
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themselves as white. Opening with an examination of the Beasties will not only allow me 
to address the often neglected Jewish identities of some of the most popular “white” 
rappers, but will help me to tease out some of the relationships between Jewish and black 
masculinities in hip-hop performance that will recur in the work of other Jewish parody 
rappers. 
In my second chapter, I focus on what I consider to be the two most pronounced 
Jewish parody rap groups—2 Live Jews and Chutzpah—to explore how these satirical 
“rap groups” parody stereotypes of both Jewishness and black hip-hop masculinity to 
form humorous, yet occasionally problematic, representations of New Jewish 
masculinity. Focusing on 2 Live Jews’ 1990 album As Kosher as They Wanna Be and 
Chutzpah’s 2005 mockumentary DVD Chutzpah, This Is? The Official Hip-Hop-
Umentary, I argue that these two groups are able to both celebrate and destabilize New 
Jewish identity through parody, yet their recuperation of Jewish tropes comes at the 
expense of reifying stereotypes of black masculinity. Lastly, I explore the work of the 
hip-hop and spoken word act known as Athens Boys Choir, comprised of solo member 
Harvey Katz. His performances of queer Jewishness demonstrate not only how New 
Jewish performance strategies allow for a queering of Jewish, but how they provide space 
for representations of queer Jewish identity. 
Each of these chapters argues that humor and parody as performance strategies 
facilitate Jewish parody rappers’ articulations of a destabilized and malleable Jewishness. 
Although such parodies of Jewishness risk the perpetuation of harmful stereotypes by 
breathing new life into persistent tropes of Jewish masculinity, they simultaneously 
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recuperate those tropes, expanding the range of available masculinities for Jewish 
identification and queering the very notion that Jewish masculinity has ever been 
reducible to a narrow range of expression. While these performers speak to different, yet 
perhaps intersecting, audiences, their performances shed light on New Jewish 
masculinities and the role of rap music in the discursive construction of identity. 
 
“New Jews” and American Jewish Ethnicity 
Literature on Jewishness has only recently begun to address the role of hip-hop, 
and rap music in particular, in American Jewish performance and representation. Such 
studies are preceded by research on Jews in American popular music, particularly 
Michael Billig’s history of Jews in rock music and Tamar Barzel’s study of “Radical 
Jewish Culture” in New York City’s Downtown Scene.4 Current literature on Jews in hip-
hop does address the importance of parody in performances of Jewish masculinity. In one 
of the few scholarly examinations of American Jewish hip-hop, ethnomusicologist Judah 
Cohen’s 2009 essay titled “Hip-Hop Judaica: The Politics of Representin’ Heebster 
Heritage” traces the ways in which Jewish rappers have used hip-hop to articulate new 
relationships to Jewish identity while engaging in ethnic and religious transmission and 
preservation.5 Cohen refers to Jewish rappers as “Heebsters,” a term that arose in 1990s 
New York to describe a generation of Jews in their twenties and thirties who focused on 
                                                  
4 Michael Billig, Rock ’N’ Roll Jews (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2000); Tamar Barzel, 
“‘Radical Jewish Culture’: Composer/Improvisers on New York City’s 1990s Downtown Scene,” (Ph.D. 
diss., University of Michigan, 2004). 
5 Judah Cohen, “Hip-Hop Judaica: The Politics of Representin' Heebster Heritage,” Popular Music 28/01 
(2009), 1-18. 
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articulating “new” or “radical” Jewish identities.6 The term’s blending of the 
reappropriated epithet “hebe” from “Hebrew,” respelled “heeb,” with the designation 
“hipster” reflects the self-conscious rearticulation of Jewishness in the context of new and 
popular trends in art and culture, of which so-called “Heebster” hip-hop, or “hebe-hop,” 
is but one example.7 Other examples include the “Jewsploitation” film The Hebrew 
Hammer (2003), the book Cool Jew: The Ultimate Guide for Every Member of the Tribe 
(2008), and Heeb Magazine, which exemplify how Heebsters often mix humor and 
parody with critical examinations of art, culture, and politics. Jewish author Naomi Wolf 
mockingly characterizes the Heebster as one who “listens to Jewish rap music, watches 
edgy Jewish theatre and wears tight-fitting T-shirts with the word "Jewcy" proudly 
emblazoned across the chest,” an image which positions Jewish rap as a central marker of 
Heebster Jewishness.8 
As a broader articulation of the “Heebster,” the figure of the “New Jew” 
represents similar late-twentieth- and early-twenty-first-century rearticulations of Jewish 
identity. Jamie Moshin, in his dissertation on what he designates “New Jewishness,” 
traces the emergence of the New Jew as a figure who challenges normative notions of 
Jewish identity in a so-called “post-identity” era. Moshin offers a useful, while 
permeable, differentiation between the Old and New Jew: 
                                                  
6 MODIYA Project “Unit: Heebsters,” MODIYA Project, http://modiya.nyu.edu/handle/1964/52 (accessed 
August 6, 2012). 
7 Aaron Retka, “Heeb-Hop: Matisyahu finds G-d in the Details,” Colorado Springs Independent, 
http://www.csindy.com/colorado/heeb-hop/Content?oid=1129888 (accessed August 6, 2012). 
8 Naomi Wolf, “It’s Hip to be Jewish, but not a Victim,” The Sydney Morning Herald 
http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/01/19/1074360694789.html?from=storyrhs (accessed August 6, 
2012); Naomi Wolf uses a slightly different spelling with the term “Hebester;” “Jewcy” refers to an online 
platform for young Jews to discuss Jewish culture. 
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The New Jew identifies the normal and the normative—both in terms of what is 
“normative” for society-at-large, and what is “normative” for American Jewish 
identity—and questions, proposes alternatives to, and disrupts these norms by 
means of a wide variety of playful, pastiche-driven, iconoclastic identity 
performances. Whereas Old Jews have long been depicted as closeted, subdued, 
stereotyped, victimized, ashamed, slippery and overly “ethnic,” New Jews, Jews-
Out-Loud, express Jewishness in in-your-face ways that disrupt long-established 
notions of Jewish race and ethnicity, gender and sexuality, religion and 
spirituality. The line delineating Old and New Jews, however, is not sharp and 
impermeable, but blurry and shifting.9 
 
Moshin describes the New Jew as one who disrupts the stereotypes upon which 
representations of “the Jew” have long been established, playing with the boundaries of 
Jewishness while highlighting the malleability of identity at large. New Jew 
performances, including Jewish parody rap, rely on normative representations of 
Jewishness in order to subvert them, often through ironic parody. Moshin examines a 
range of core texts, from the various personas of actor Sacha Baron Cohen to the 
irreverent Heeb magazine, even touching on the hip-hop performance of Matisyahu. 
Moshin describes ethnicity as a central marker of Jewish identification and 
representation that New Jews rearticulate. His dichotomy of “Old” and “New” Jews 
positions ethnic display as central to Jewish representation at large; while Old Jews may 
have been characterized as “overly ethnic,” New Jews continue to foreground Jewish 
ethnicity, even while disrupting old norms. However, as an ethnic group that has become 
incorporated into mainstream American whiteness over the course of the twentieth 
century, Jews are not only faced with a history of “overly ethnic” representation, but also 
the privileges and politics of white assimilation. If Jewish ethnicity is at the forefront of 
                                                  
9 Jamie Moshin, “Old Jew, New Jew: Discourse, Appropriation and Jewishness in a ‘Post-Identity’ Era” 
(PhD diss., University of Washington, 2010), 15. 
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American Jewish representation, we must consider how the concept of ethnicity allowed 
for a degree of Jewish Otherness to remain while affording Jews racial privilege vis-à-vis 
whiteness. In a shift from pre-World War II racial Otherness to postwar whiteness, what 
is at stake when Jews are afforded the privileges of white identification in a hierarchical 
black-white racialized dichotomy? What does it mean for postwar American Jews, 
particularly New Jews, to opt out of processes of white assimilation by foregrounding 
ethnic ‘difference’ and performing cross-racial identification? Exploring the history of 
American Jewish ethnoracial identification will contextualize Jewish parody rappers’ 
performances of ethnicity beyond the “Old Jew”/“New Jew” dichotomy.  
 Karen Brodkin, in her history of American Jewish assimilation into whiteness, 
traces the interplay of race, class, and scientific discourse in shaping Jewish ethnoracial 
identification. In the early twentieth century, nonwhite racial assignment for light-skinned 
European immigrants in America, including Jews, was constructed through several 
factors, including the limited economic opportunities afforded to European immigrants, 
the growth of segregated ethnic communities, and the widespread popularity of scientific 
racial differentiation. As an industrial-age articulation of America’s historical link 
between nonwhite racial status and degraded economic opportunities, differentiation of 
Jews from mainstream whites was key to widespread anti-Semitism and Jews’ limited 
mobility prior to WWII.10 Brodkin cites WWII as a turning point for Jewish ethnoracial 
assignment and identity, where the decline of scientific racism, postwar economic 
                                                  
10 Karen Brodkin, How Jews Became White Folks: and What That Says about Race in America (New 
Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1998), 75-76. 
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prosperity, and ethnoracial policy changes allowed for Jewish whitening.11 
 Midcentury revisions of race, particularly in light of Jim Crow politics, saw the 
construction of ethnicity as a marker of difference while a black-white binary conception 
of race proliferated. Post-WWII ethnoracial assignment marked Jewish difference as 
“ethnic,” allowing space for them and other European immigrants within racial 
whiteness. Noting this generalized discursive shift is not to say that Jews’ self-
identification changed drastically, nor were such changes completely attributable to 
external forces. Brodkin uses the terms “ethnoracial assignment” and “ethnoracial 
identity” to differentiate between externally assigned classifications and intra-group 
identification, respectively. These are interrelated forces, where political and scientific 
discourse shapes individual and group identities, and vice-versa. The concept of ethnicity 
encompasses multiple dimensions of identity and historical experience, including 
religion, culture, geographical location, and common ancestry. According to Richard 
Jenkins’ conception of what he describes as the “basic social anthropological model of 
ethnicity,” ethnicity is both a collective and individual experience of cultural 
differentiation based on shared meanings. While depending on a “dialectical interplay 
between similarity and difference,” Jenkins emphasizes the active process of “ethnic 
identification” that allows ethnicity to remain malleable as a social construct.12 
Nonetheless, despite American Jewish ethnoracial identities, ethnoracial assignments 
imposed by the nation-state continued to influence public attitudes toward Jews and 
delimit their role within the nation-state. The concept of ethnicity also shaped popular 
                                                  
11 Ibid., 34-36. 
12 Richard Jenkins. Rethinking Ethnicity: Arguments and Explorations, 2nd ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE 
Publications, 2008), 14-15. 
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representations of Jews, still allowing stereotypes to proliferate while presenting Jews as 
assimilated whites. In addition, Brodkin complicates the narrative of the overarching shift 
from racial to ethnic identification by describing Jews’ experience of detachment with 
their burgeoning white identification, particularly due to the rise of new sources of 
identification for American Jews: “both the Holocaust and Israel gave Jews a degree of 
critical distance from mainstream American whiteness, a sense of otherness even in the 
midst of being ardently embraced by the mainstream.”13 Such factors complicated Jewish 
identification with whiteness, representing merely one aspect of the multiplicity of Jewish 
postwar identities. 
The recategorization of Jews and other European immigrants served a larger role 
in shaping America’s racial politics since the stabilization of a broader and more 
inclusive whiteness also relied on a reconsolidation of difference around African 
Americans. Matthew Frye Jacobson describes how the racialized tension between ethnic 
European immigrants and U.S.-born whites gave way to a black-white dialectic: 
First, ethnicity was adopted to describe a new brand of ‘difference’ whose basis 
was culture; thus peoples still defined as racial groups were also tacitly marked by 
a degree of difference that was more than merely cultural. … Second, ethnicity 
itself provided a paradigm for assimilation which erased race as a category of 
historical experience for European and some Near Eastern immigrants. … The 
‘ethnic’ experience of European immigrant assimilation and mobility, meanwhile, 
became the standard against which blacks were measured—and found wanting.14  
 
American Jewish whitening came in part at the expense of African American mobility, 
reflecting the carefully balanced power dynamics of America’s racialized hierarchy. 
In terms of a black-white racial dichotomy, American popular entertainment is 
                                                  
13 Brodkin, 141. 
14 Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and the Alchemy of Race 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998), 110-111. 
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indebted to Jewish performers, producers, writers, composers, musicians, and others, just 
as the construction of Jewish identity is intertwined with the history of American popular 
culture. The history of Jewish ethnoracial performances, from late-nineteenth- and early-
twentieth-century Jewish blackface minstrelsy to late-twentieth-century Jewish parody 
rap demonstrates how popular representations both reflect and construct Jewishness. 
Residing in the interstitial space between black and white while remaining malleable and 
every-shifting, Jewish identity is inseparable from American identity at large, yet remains 
identifiably distinct in many ways. 
 
Parodying Jewish Masculinity 
In this study I not only claim performance as my primary site of inquiry, but I also 
take the standpoint that identity is performative, an aspect which New Jewish 
performances illuminate. Examining Jewish parody rappers through the lens of 
performativity allows me to explore how their parodic repetition of ethnoracialized and 
gendered gestures can be complicit in both destabilizing and reifying identity. I am 
indebted to Judith Butler’s theories of gender performativity, in which she argues that the 
very ontology of both gender and sex are ideological constructions reified through 
repeated performance; fundamentally, there is no essential gender identity, but rather the 
repetition of gestures marked as male and female produces coherent and normative 
gendered subjects. For Butler, gender is not a being, but rather a doing: “identity is 
performatively constituted by the very expressions that are said to be its results.”15 
                                                  
15 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble (New York: Routledge, 1990), 34. 
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Alongside the production of gender norms, however, such repetition also allows for 
individual agency in subverting such norms, and parody—comedic or otherwise—is 
often central to destabilization. For Butler, gender parody such as drag performance does 
not assume an original gender expression from which repeated acts derive, but parodies 
the very notion of an original.16 This concept of identity construction and disruption 
through performance can be mapped onto ethnoracial identities as well, extending beyond 
the claim that race and ethnicity are social constructions to account for a dynamic process 
of self-making. 
Parody clearly operates in the performances of 2 Live Jews, Chutzpah, and Katz, 
and to a lesser extent with the Beastie Boys. It is useful to consider a broader definition of 
parody in order to understand how Jewish rappers’ parodies of not only gender but also 
sexuality, race, and ethnicity have the potential to both undermine and reify identity 
tropes. Linda Hutcheon’s understanding of parody’s structure and hermeneutic function 
helps to illuminate the discursive function of Butler’s gender parody. Hutcheon defines 
parody broadly as “a form of repetition with ironic critical distance,” expanding beyond 
most definitions of parody which focus on humor or ridicule.17 Hutcheon asserts that 
while parody can range from conservative repetition to revolutionary difference, it 
ultimately remains “authorized by the very norm it seeks to subvert,” reinscribing the 
mocked conventions.18 Jewish rappers, and New Jew performances in general, risk 
reifying the very stereotypes of Jewish masculinity which they destabilize due to 
                                                  
16 Butler, 188-189. 
17 Linda Hutcheon, A Theory of Parody: The Teachings of Twentieth-Century Art Form (Urbana, IL: 
University of Illinois Press, 2000), xii. 
18 Ibid., 75. 
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parody’s reliance on those same tropes. 
Jewish parody rappers, who are primarily male, perform and parody specific 
tropes of Jewish masculinity, playing with Old Jew tropes of the effeminate and sexually 
inadequate Jewish man that have occupied central places in American Jewish 
representation. Stereotypes of Jewish men as bookish, feeble, and sexually impotent have 
served to signify “Jewish difference” at large in the Western imagination, and such 
gendered representations are central to the Old Jew constructions with which New Jews 
must contend. Despite the occasional competing representation of Jewish men as heroic 
heterosexual heartthrobs, particularly through film adaptations of biblical stories such as 
Exodus (1960), the effeminized image of the male Jew prevailed in American media 
throughout the twentieth century, exemplified by the sexual awkwardness of film 
characters played by Woody Allen and Ben Stiller. 
Cohen argues that many Jewish youth turned to hip-hop in the 1980s both to 
assert their Jewishness and to address dominant representations of Jewish masculinity 
through the masculine codes of hip-hop.19 Although Jewish women do have a significant 
presence within New Jewish or Heebster performances—including the boundary-pushing 
comedians Sandra Bernhardt and Sarah Silverman—American Jewish rappers, 
particularly parody rappers, tend to be male. Exceptions include Princess Superstar, Toni 
Monroe, the politically-conscious rap of Invincible, and Goldy Lox, who parodies Jay-
Z’s “New York” in her music video “Jew York.”20 Although these are merely a handful 
of the female American Jewish rappers, online Jewish media editors and bloggers tend to 
                                                  
19 Cohen, 3-4. 
20 Goldy Lox, “Jew York: Its [sic.] Hard in New York For a Jew,” Jew York, http://jewyork.tumblr.com/ 
(accessed August 6, 2012). 
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sing the praises of male hip-hop artists. In 2011, Forbes published a top-ten list of “The 
Best Jewish Rappers of All Time,” selected by three hip-hop authors and editors.21 This 
list only includes male rappers, of whom only a few rap about Jewish themes; the top 
spot is occupied by the Beastie Boys, followed by MC Serch and Drake. 
American Jewish rappers’ playful rearticulations of Old Jew masculinities 
demonstrate the centrality of Jewish masculinity to Jewish ethnoracial differentiation. 
Describing how the image of the Jewish man typically stands in as a figure for all Jews, 
Ann Pellegrini highlights how Jewishness has become a generalized “Other” where 
multiple “differences” become conflated at the site of Jewish masculinity: 
The intersection of race and gender at and as the site of Jewishness can be seen in 
much of the popular and ‘scientific’ literature of nineteenth- and early-twentieth-
century Germany and Austria, where a stereotyped femininity underwrote 
representations of Jewishness. For Jewish male bodies, marked for an anti-Semitic 
imaginary as “black,” “effeminate,” and “queer,” the sexualization of “race” and 
the racialization of “sex” were constitutive features.22 
 
Early constructions of Jewishness not only relied on a non-white, or “black,” racial 
categorization, but also non-normative gender and sexuality designations. In the 
introduction to the critical collection Queer Theory and the Jewish Question, Daniel 
Boyarin, Daniel Itzkovitz, and Ann Pellegrini also describe how mid-nineteenth-century 
anti-Semitic stereotypes became entangled with discourses of race and sexuality, 
whereby “the alleged failure of the male Jew to embody ‘proper’ masculinity became the 
                                                  
21 Zach O’Malley Greenburg, “The Best Jewish Rappers of All Time,” Forbes.com, December 22, 2012. 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/zackomalleygreenburg/2011/ 12/22/the-best-jewish-rappers-of-all-time-
hanukkah/ (accessed August 6, 2012). 
22 Ann Pellegrini, Performance Anxieties: Staging Psychoanalysis, Staging Race (New York: Routledge, 
1997), 17-18. 
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indelible evidence of the racial difference of all Jews.”23 The publicly imagined 
differentiation of “non-white” men from normative white, heterosexual masculinity 
served to reinforce ethnoracial difference at large. As Moshin points out, “Jewish men 
have long taken up one endpoint of this scale [of racialized sexuality] in the social 
imaginary—the nebbish, the pervert, the pansy—and Black men the other—the rapist, the 
aggressor, the phallus.”24 This categorization assumes white heterosexual masculinity to 
be a “normal” or “natural” standard against which other masculinities are judged, when in 
fact it is the very act of marking non-white masculinity as “deviant” that constructs an 
unmarked, normative white masculinity. 
The phallus, or lack thereof, plays a large symbolic role in Jewish parody rappers’ 
invocations of Jewish masculine difference. Sander L. Gilman notes how the Jewish 
penis has been one of several markers used to naturalize Jewish difference, in addition to 
the Jewish nose. While the Jewish nose has historically been constructed as visual 
“proof” of Jewish difference, the circumcised penis figures as a sign of damaged 
masculinity and a failed Jewish male heterosexuality.25 Both Pellegrini and Boyarin 
identify Freud’s psychoanalytic theories as a primary site where the intersectionality of 
gender, race, and sexuality in constructions of Jewish difference is visible. Boyarin 
argues that Freud’s own anxieties over anti-Semitic characterizations of Jewish gender as 
                                                  
23 Daniel Boyarin, Daniel Itzkovitz, and Ann Pellegrini, “Strange Bedfellows: An Introduction,” in Queer 
Theory and the Jewish Question, ed. Daniel Boyarin, Daniel Itzkovitz, and Ann Pellegrini (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2003), 2. 
24 Moshin, 240; “Nebbish” comes from the Yiddish word nebekh meaning “poor” or “unfortunate,” and is 
generally used to describe someone as timid or ineffectual and is applied more specifically to men to imply 
submissiveness or effeminacy. 
25 Sander L. Gilman, “The Jew’s Body: Thoughts on Jewish Physical Difference,” in Too Jewish?: 
Challenging Traditional Identities, ed. Norman L. Kleeblatt (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University 
Press, 1996), 67. 
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“deviant” influenced his theories of the castration complex. For Freud, circumcision 
became “psychically analogous to castration;” thus, racial and sexual difference became 
virtually identical signs.26 In addition, Gilman notes that although circumcision 
developed into a common practice in twentieth-century America, aiding in Jewish 
assimilation, it continued to signify Jewish difference.27 Phallic anxieties undergird the 
trope of the nebbish Jewish man, marking the Jewish body as queer even as Jewish 
difference fades in other forms. Jewish rappers’ parodic performances continue to evoke 
the Jewish penis as a site of masculine anxiety as they both reinscribe and recontextualize 
this signifier. 
 Jewish rappers often parody the recurring phallic trope by juxtaposing phallic 
anxieties and what Moshin calls a “New macho Jewishness,” characterized by 
performances of the “sexual, sexualized and physically powerful Jew” such as Sacha 
Baron Cohen’s overly sexual displays.28 The Jewish penis remains a site of awkward 
humor, yet New Jews’ attempt at sexual prowess comes to the fore. Key to this New 
Jewish masculinity is New Jews’ appropriation of discourses of black masculinity. New 
Jews invoke the opposite end of the sexual binary—“black sexuality as both threatening 
and desirable, as dangerous and fetishistic”—to assert a new form of Jewish 
masculinity.29 However, such appropriation reifies and fetishizes the black male body. In 
addition, homophobia and misogyny are often invoked while articulating these new, 
aggressive forms of Jewish masculinity. Such performances are problematic, even though 
                                                  
26 Boyarin, Daniel. “Homophobia and the Postcoloniality of the ‘Jewish Science.’” In Boyarin, Itzkovitz, 
and Pellegrini (New York: Columbia University Press, 2003), 171. 
27 Gilman, ibid. 
28 Moshin, 274. 
29 Ibid., 278. 
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they also invoke fluid gender play.  
In addition to visual signifiers, Jewish parody rappers often parody Jewish 
masculinity through vocal performance. All of the artists under examination invoke the 
trope of the high-pitched, nasal Jewish voice that has functioned in the anti-Semitic 
imagination as evidence of Jewish difference and has continued as a signifier of 
Jewishness in American popular culture. Gilman describes how anti-Semitic Europeans’ 
constructions of a “Jewish sound” thought to be inherent served to circumvent the 
inaccessibility of a Yiddish-accented language which anti-Semites could not decipher and 
thus not control: 
The image of the Jew who sounds too Jewish is the counter-image of the hidden 
language of the Jew. The language used by the Jew reveals or masks the Jew’s 
corrupt nature. But the informed listener hears the Jew hidden within no matter 
whether this difference is overt or disguised. … The ancient Western tradition … 
sees the Jew as inherently unable to have command of any “Western,” that is, 
cultural language.30 
 
A high-pitched, nasal vocal quality in particular became an imagined way to identify 
Jewish difference. Gilman describes how Jews in American popular culture often avoided 
nasality to avoid sounding “too Jewish,” while others overperformed this trope to signify 
Jewish identity, reifying it as a stable signifier of Jewishness. Comedian Jackie Mason 
claimed that his overt Jewishness, including his Jewish accent, led to his rejection by 
Jewish audiences in the 1980s.31 Jewish rappers parody this trope, claiming it as a 
signifier of Jewishness while highlighting its instability. 
Vocality is a particularly powerful site of identity performativity. Although it is a 
                                                  
30 Sander Gilman, “The Jewish Voice: Chicken Soup or the Penalties of Sounding Too Jewish,” in The 
Jew’s Body (New York: Routledge, 1991), 19. 
31 Ibid., 27. 
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slippery and polysemic signifier, it is generally regarded as a stable marker of identity; 
people often give authority to the voice to “reveal” identity in circumstances where 
physical markers or gestures do not lend themselves to clear interpretation. Suzanne 
Cusick grapples with one of Butler’s central arguments—that sex, like gender, is 
performative—by analyzing how the singing voice is a site for constructing the sexed 
body. While the sexed voice seems to indicate the existence of a stable male or female 
“essence” from which it emanates, it is a malleable signifier of sex and gender that is 
reified through repeated performance. Cusick argues that a man’s choice of vocal register 
in singing is a performative construction of his sex as male. As young boys enter puberty, 
they are given the option of adopting a deeper male register in speech, yet Cusick finds 
that “there is nothing in the physical chain of events that requires a young boy to abandon 
the register that he might share with young girls.”32 Thus, if and when they later (re)learn 
to sing, they can choose to occupy a lower range signified as male or a higher, more 
androgynous range. This is only one example of how individuals might disrupt normative 
performances of sex and gender, highlighting the instability of seemingly bounded 
vocalic types. Jewish rappers parodying tropes of Jewish vocality demonstrates how 
identity can be constructed and recontextualized through vocal performance as they 
parody the very notion of the voice expressing an “essential” identity. 
As signified by Jewish parody rappers’ performances of failed masculinity, I wish 
to highlight failure as a subversive mode alongside parody. In the recent book The Queer 
Art of Failure, Judith Halberstam describes how failure can serve as a queer 
                                                  
32 Suzanne Cusick, “On Musical Performances of Gender and Sex,” in Audible Traces: Gender Identity in 
Music, ed. Elaine Barkin and Lydia Hamessley (Zürich: Carciofoli Verlagshaus, 1999), 32. 
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counterhegemonic discourse in contexts where success is limited to narrow and 
privileged modes of being and knowing. One form of failure Halberstam describes is 
stupidity; like parody, stupidity has the potential to either undermine or reify hegemonic 
norms, allowing one to either circumvent dominant forms of knowledge or to mask 
structures of gender inequality.33 Both of these possibilities play out in various Jewish 
parody rappers’ performances; for example, 2 Live Jews’ and Chutzpah’s parodies of 
awkward, emasculated Jewishness serve to expose the construction of such 
representations, perhaps even allowing a recuperation of the effeminate male Jew as a 
figure of identification. Their subversion lies in their failure to perform hegemonic 
masculinity and their performed ignorance of the “correct codes” sheds light on the 
mechanisms of gender ideology. Yet, their performances of stupidity also serve to mask 
gender and racialized inequalities, allowing them to perform misogyny or display 
insensitivity to violence against African-Americans. In these instances, the various modes 
of stupidity as performative mechanisms must be teased out in order to understand what 
is at stake.  
New Jews not only parody the queer figure of the male Jew, but also “queer” this 
figure. Katz’s performances of a queer Jewishness highlight the slippages between 
constructions of queerness and Jewishness, playing on the fine line between the two to 
open up a polysemous reading of identity. My work engages Jewish studies’ turn towards 
queer theory by not only reading Jewish parody rappers’ performances queerly, 
examining the multiplicity of Jewish masculinities, but also by engaging with Katz as a 
                                                  
33 Judith Halberstam, The Queer Art of Failure (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2011), 57. 
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queer musician. Katz’s performances are particularly helpful in demonstrating the 
slippery quality of identity markers. 
  
Blackface, Blackness, and The Racial Politics of American Jewish Performance 
While Jews made an indelible mark on the history of American entertainment, 
they are no less implicated in its problematic racial history. As described in Michael Paul 
Rogin’s Blackface, White Noise, Jewish blackface was not only central to American 
Jewish entertainment, but also to American mass culture at large. Despite prominent 
Jewish support for racial equality in late-nineteenth-century America, participation in 
blackface aided in Jewish whitening and Americanization at the expense of African 
Americans: 
Almost from the moment of its inception in the late nineteenth century, the 
immigrant Yiddish press began to protest against the denial of equality for 
African Americans. …. Many Jews who were entering the melting pot had their 
own stain of shame, however—burnt cork—for by the turn of the twentieth 
century Jewish entertainers were the major blackface performers.34 
 
Although blackface minstrelsy is now generally considered with contempt as a haunting 
figure in American history, many scholars argue that remnants of minstrelsy can be found 
less than a century later in hip-hop performance, including Jewish appropriations of hip-
hop. Examining the racial politics of Jewish participation in early blackface will allow for 
a further understanding how Jews, including Jewish parody rappers, have used signifiers 
of blackness to articulate Jewish identity since the nineteenth century. 
Blackness is revealed to be performative when we witness it being performed by 
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non-black bodies. Rogin describes how Jews were generally aligned with blacks as racial 
Others in both America and Europe in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, 
yet American blackface minstrelsy afforded Jews with a degree of power over blackness 
as a signifier: 
In a culture that mythicizes self-making, moreover, the blackface fetish acquires 
power by being shown to be put on; blackface joins white power over black to 
personal mobility and self-expression. But what looks like uncovering origins, 
exposing how the magic works, is the deepest mystification of all, for it attributes 
the ability to change identity to individual construction of the self.35 
 
Blackface allowed Jews to not only align themselves with mainstream whiteness by 
masking their Jewishness, but it also fed into notions of individual identity construction, a 
key part of America’s idea of self-determination. 
Known for being the first motion picture with synchronized sound, The Jazz 
Singer stars Jewish blackface comedian and singer Al Jolson as the young Jakie 
Rabinowitz, following his struggle with his traditional Jewish family as he transitions to a 
career as a blackface singer under the new name Jack Robin. Throughout the narrative, 
blackness facilitates Jakie’s repudiation of traditional Jewish identity and his move 
towards American assimilation. While blackface masks the character’s Jewishness, Rogin 
shows how music serves to aurally signify blackness: 
Whose sound is it, then, that comes out of the Jewish son’s mouth? Jakie finds his 
voice through black music; Jack will succeed as a blackface singer. The movie 
insists on the black origins of jazz …, but it also wants the music to have Jewish 
roots, and so represents jazz as the link between Jews and America. The texts—
original short story, play, movie shooting script, and intertitles—transfer Jewish 
sacred music to American jazz. The images put blacks into the picture.36 
 
                                                  
35 Ibid., 183. 
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Jazz music is notably absent throughout the film, however it is only necessary as an 
imagined element that facilitates the character’s movement through the liminal space 
between Jewishness and whiteness. 
The power of blackface in terms of white assimilation does not diminish Jews’ 
experience of racial discrimination prior to WWII. Although blackface performance 
constructed Jewish representations that were significant to Jews’ navigation of the 
American ethnoracial terrain, such performances did not outweigh the impact of scientific 
discourses and anti-Semitism. However, the ability of Jews to perform whiteness vis-à-
vis blackness while remaining discursively distinct from whiteness highlights Jewish 
liminality. Jolson’s performance illuminates this dual positionality and as Rogin notes, 
“The Jazz Singer retains its magic because, like no picture before or since, it is a liminal 
movie. It goes back and forth not only between sound and silence, music and intertitles, 
blackface and white, but also between … Jew and gentile, street and stage, male and 
female.”37 
Considering New Jewish appropriations of black performative modes in 
rearticulations of Jewish identity, it is not difficult to find parallels between early Jewish 
blackface minstrelsy and Jewish parody rap performances. Boldly arguing that “hip-hop 
brings minstrelsy full-circle,” Miles White notes how non-black appropriations of 
blackness allow for the formulation of “new epistemologies of self and Other.”38 White 
insightfully states, “What scholarship around hip-hop cultural practices has yet to fully 
problematize is how other kinds of bodies – white bodies, Jewish bodies, Asian bodies, 
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Native American bodies – become implicated in the appropriation and (re)presentation of 
whatever it is that blackness implies beyond ontology.”39 Jewish hip-hop mobilizes 
blackness to construct not only Jewish masculinity but to present the New Jew as a 
liminal subject between whiteness and blackness. 
Whereas appropriations of blackness allowed Al Jolson’s character to shift from 
Jewishness to whiteness, Jewish hip-hop performances of blackness facilitate a shift away 
from whiteness while still remaining distinct from blackness. Moshin claims that New 
Jewishness is articulated largely through the appropriation of African-American 
performative modes. He traces the history of Jewish participation in blackface, exploring 
how a “New Jewish ‘Blackface’” emerges as Jews create “new authenticities via their 
performance of hip hop, reggae and slam poetry.”40 Through parody, Jewish rappers 
might be able to reconstruct a liminal Jewish masculinity, but perhaps to the detriment of 
black subjectivity. 
Although Jewish parody rappers’ ethnoracial performances tend to reify notions 
of a monolithic blackness, it is important to emphasize that black identity is malleable 
and ever shifting; the tropes which Jewish parody rappers evoke draw from specific hip-
hop masculinities that have served a crucial role in America’s hegemonic racial terrain. 
White offers a historicized view of black hypermasculinity in hip-hop performances: 
N.W.A. began the mainstreaming of hardcore styles of gangsta rap that would 
reintroduce into popular culture historical representations of black males as the 
hypermasculine brutes and hypersexual bucks turned street-hardened gangbangers 
and drug dealers, told in graphic ghetto narratives involving casual black-on-black 
violence, drug trafficking, misogyny, and gunplay.41 
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He claims that such representations have gained traction in the popular racial imagination 
because pejorative representations of the black male body proved to be lucrative as 
commodified images.42 Such racialized performances became powerful signifiers for 
blackness at large, becoming a vehicle for young male’s fantasies of rebellion while 
mobilizing anti-black sentiments. However, while gangsta rappers risked the fracturing 
and continued oppression of African-American communities by perpetuating stereotypes 
of black masculinity, their performances can be read as a mode of subversion: “it is in the 
very flaunting of black masculinity in provocative and subversive ways that resist the 
historical policing and containment of black male bodies.”43 Jewish parody rappers take 
advantage of such subversive power by using hip-hop hypermasculinity to transcend their 
own racialized tropes, yet the politics of performance ultimately change when non-black 
individuals perform stereotypes of blackness. 
Jewish rappers’ appropriations of blackness highlight issues of embodiment; 
although race and ethnicity can be considered performative and mobile signifiers, very 
real and unequal material effects of race exist. The corporeality of racialized 
performativity and appropriation is central to understanding the resonances of Jewish 
performances beyond representational analysis. As art historian Cherise Smith notes in 
her study of performance artists’ “boundary crossing” performances of identity, 
performances implicate bodies and embodiment must be addressed in order to account for 
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how difference is lived.44 Noting this seemingly obvious point is to highlight both the 
importance of the artists’ lived realities in relation to their work and the implications of 
their performances for bodies other than their own. In Smith’s study of “performances 
that trespass the limits of identity” through several artists’ appropriation and negotiation 
of blackness, she not only examines how the artists manipulate signs to negotiate identity, 
but also accounts for their lived identities in order to consider what is at stake.45 
Recapitulating similar concerns over performative repetition as those stated by Hutcheon 
and Butler, Smith notes that the overperformance of stereotypes enables their critique, but 
also risks their reinforcement; the risk of corporealizing stereotypes can pose a very real 
threat.46 In considering how the Beastie Boys, 2 Live Jews, Chutzpah, and Katz 
overperform signifiers of race, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality through parody, what do 
they enable and what do they risk? 
Such racial politics play out in the sonic elements of Jewish parody rap, 
prompting a consideration of the relationship between rap music and ethnoracial 
identities in order to understand how Jewish parody rappers perform New Jewishness 
through an historically-African American form of musical expression. In the introduction 
to Music and the Racial Imagination, Ronaldo Radano and Philip V. Bohlman use the 
term “racial imagination,” defined as “the shifting matrix of ideological constructions of 
difference associated with body type and color,” to explore how the cultural politics of 
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race relate to musical sound: 
The imagination of race not only informs perceptions of musical practice but is at 
once constituted within and projected into the social through sound. Intersecting 
the musical and discursive, it becomes a ‘soundtext’ that circulates within as well 
as across national boundaries.47 
 
Such soundtexts are polysemic, allowing for multiple and intersecting constructions of 
race and identity. For example, the authors cite klezmer music as signifying the late-
twentieth-century reunification of Germany in its ubiquity across the country, while 
continuing to be thought of specifically as “Jewish music.”48 Broadening Radano and 
Bohlman’s term to “ethnoracial imagination,” we can consider how rap music both 
reflects and constructs African American identity while allowing for Jewish 
identification. 
Frequently, Jewish parody rappers inflect rap conventions with relatively 
recognizable markers of Jewishness. For example, both 2 Live Jews and Katz each 
incorporate the “Hava Nagila” Hebrew folk song melody into the instrumentals—known 
as “beats”—of one of their primary songs. In addition, Jewish parody rappers can be 
characterized by a similar “flow,” or rhythmic delivery, which functions as a primary 
marker of competence in rap music. These rappers typically adhere to what Adam Krims 
describes as an “old-school” or “sung style” flow; this relatively slower and more regular 
style gives Jewish parody rappers the opportunity to deliberately rhyme with a stilted 
flow to parody hip-hop conventions, their feigned incompetence invoking a “nebbish” 
Jewish masculinity. Using Krims’ idea of how rap music accrues “transformed 
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resonances, gestures, and counter-gestures, and … newly re-localized cultural 
inflections” through diverse performances, we can think of Jewish parody rap as retaining 
certain musical, as well as visual, “gestures” of African American performance while 
incorporating “counter-gestures” in order to perform Jewishness, adding more layers onto 
an already polysemic musical text.49 These sonic elements help in understanding how 
rappers perform distinct and identifiable identities although both identity and music are 
malleable. 
As I analyze the following core samples of Jewish parody rap, I highlight the 
polysemy of the artists’ musical and visual texts. The Beastie Boys’ high-pitched, nasal 
vocal delivery, which can be read as both white and Jewish, paired with their parodic 
hypermasculine posturing constructs a malleable ethnoracial performance. A deliberately 
awkward flow is key to both 2 Live Jews’ and Chutzpah’s musical ethnoracial 
performance, where nebbish masculinity is articulated through the performers’ “failure” 
at rap “authenticity.” These groups’ musical, visual, and lyrical performances articulate 
malleable and humorous New Jewish identities through and against tropes of black 
hypermasculinity. Katz also uses black hip-hop conventions to articulate and destabilize 
Jewish identity; however, instead of performatively reifying a Jewish/black dichotomy, 
his performances highlight the slippages between queer and Jewish identity by further 
queering already queer tropes of Jewish masculinity, particularly vocality. Overall, we 
must consider what is at stake in Cohen and others claiming a distinct “Heebster” hip-hop 
tradition that is simultaneously inseparable from black and white hip-hop performance 
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traditions. Each of these performers demonstrate the construction and performance of 
New Jewishness, as well as offer insight into the politics of American identity. 
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Chapter 1: 
Jews in Hip-Hop: the Beastie Boys and Jewish Liminality 
The 1987 VHS accompaniment to the Beastie Boys’ debut hip-hop album 
Licensed to Ill features five music videos as well as staged footage of the Beasties’ unruly 
backstage behavior. The video for “Rhymin’ and Stealin’”—the album’s first track—
features the group in front of a live audience with a nearly-nude, leather-clad caged 
woman dancing on stage. After the group runs on stage, Adrock’s characteristic nasal 
voice belts out the opening lyrics to a song which depicts the group as hip-hop 
marauders, pillaging rival MCs for their women, fame, and fortune, with the Beastie 
trading off each boastful line of the verse: 
[Adrock:] Because mutiny on the bounty’s what we’re all about 
[MCA:] I’m gonna board your ship and turn it on out 
[Mike D:] No soft sucker with a parrot on his shoulder 
[Adrock:] ‘Cause I’m bad getting’ bolder – cold getting colder 
 
Shots of the group’s interactions with the crowd as they rap are interlaced with images of 
the dancing woman behind them; the only interaction between the Beasties and the 
dancer comes later in the video, when MCA—sitting atop the woman’s cage—cracks 
open a beer can and proceeds to drench her writhing body. Such hypermasculine displays 
of female objectification contrast with the Beasties’ parody of rap conventions. A 
particularly ironic twist to the song comes at the chorus, where the group declares their 
“ill” status—hip-hop slang denoting “coolness”—in a verbally “square” manner: “Most 
illingest b-boy – I got that feeling/‘Cause I am most ill and I’m rhymin’ and stealin.’” 
Although the Beasties parody their own rap star egos, the crowd goes wild in an un-ironic 
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display of enthusiasm for this new hip-hop trio.50 
 The Beastie Boys’ approach to parody featured in the “Rhymin’ and Stealin’” 
music video capitalizes on the ethnoracialized and gendered connotations of hip-hop 
signifiers. Adrock’s nasal vocal style and the group’s awkward parody of hip-hop slang 
positions them just outside the realm of “authentically” performing black hip-hop, while 
still demonstrating their knowledge of such codes. This humor offers them insider status, 
yet still marks them as different from other popular groups by parodying their most 
obvious difference—the group is white. However, because hegemonic whiteness is often 
described as “invisible” because it distinguishes itself in opposition to reified non-white 
bodies, whiteness remains unmarked and frequently requires performers to articulate 
whiteness against Other identity markers. The Beasties not only invoke signifiers of 
black hip-hop masculinity, such as hypermasculine posturing and “bling,” but they play 
with tropes of Jewishness to construct their white status. The signifiers used in “Rhymin’ 
and Stealin’” demonstrate this malleability of associations; Adrock’s nasal vocal style 
signifies whiteness not only in its divergence from black rap vocality, but in its 
association with Jewish tropes. Alongside vocality, the group’s ironically awkward lyrics 
point to the trope of a nebbish Jewish masculinity. 
Although the Beasties do not overtly perform Jewishness, I consider them within 
the bounds of Jewish parody rap. As Stratton argues, Jewishness is inextricable from their 
performance of whiteness. In addition, their invocation of black male stereotypes 
facilitates their performance of whiteness. This argument diverges from Stratton, who 
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exempts the Beasties from being implicated in performing blackface in order to argue 
that they are ultimately Jews performing “whiteface.” However, their performance of 
black hypermasculinity in “Rhymin’ and Stealin’” demonstrates their use of black hip-
hop codes, in addition to Jewish tropes, in constructing whiteness. The Beasties 
demonstrate that there is no simple division separating Jewish parody rap from popular 
Jewish rappers; indeed, is was the group’s polysemous ethnoracial and gendered parody 
that in part facilitated their rise to hip-hop fame. 
The Beastie Boys initially debuted as a post-punk hardcore band in 1981, 
comprised of members Michael Diamond, John Berry, Adam Yauch, and Kate 
Schellenbach. By 1985 Berry and Schellenbach had left the band and Adam Horovitz had 
joined, forming the trio—Michael “Mike D” Diamond, Adam “Adrock” Horovitz, and 
Adam “MCA” Yauch—that endured until Yauch’s death in 2012. Jewish producer Rick 
Rubin, having recently co-founded Def Jam Records, signed the Beasties and their 1984 
single, “Rock Hard,” became one of the first of the label’s releases. The group released 
their first rap album, Licensed to Ill, in 1986, which became the first rap album to achieve 
No. 1 on the Billboard 200 pop chart.51 
Writers and critics’ various ethnoracial categorizations of the Beastie Boys 
demonstrate how Jewish liminality is both articulated and constructed through hip-hop 
discourses. Even while many in-depth biographies fail to mention the Beasties’ Jewish 
backgrounds, several Jewish writers are quick to claim the group as the pinnacle of 
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Jewish hip-hop. Certain authors are more careful to contextualize the broader 
implications their choice. Jason Tanz, in his book Other People’s Property: A Shadow 
History of Hip-Hop in White America, highlights the classificatory choices he had to 
make in order to focus on the white-black racial dynamic of hip-hop: 
I treat Jews—such as the Beastie Boys, Rick Rubin, MC Serch, and myself—as 
white, despite the fact that there are surely relevant dynamics that are unique to 
the Jewish experience, and the involvement and interest of Jews in black music 
has its own rich and complicated history. But my aim is to discuss how hip-hop 
and race have been understood by the country at large, and I think the loose terms 
‘black’ and ‘white’ accurately represent that understanding.52 
 
Tanz puts forth a strong argument for marking the Beasties as white while noting 
intersecting issues of identity and performance. 
Stratton argues that the Beastie Boys’ Jewish backgrounds offered them a way to 
navigate the racial dynamics of hip-hop, “mediating between African-American music 
and a white audience” much like American Jewish entertainers in the past. Stratton labels 
the group’s particular performance of whiteness as “whiteface;” instead of imitating 
black performative modes, the Beasties play with tropes of whiteness.53 These tropes, 
including Adrock’s nasal, high-pitched vocal delivery and the group’s imitation of 
whiney, upper-middle-class (read: white) youth attitudes, blur the difference between 
stereotypes of Jewish and white masculinity, demonstrating the porous boundary between 
the two. Cohen’s description of the Beasties and other early “white” rappers with Jewish 
backgrounds echoes Stratton’s larger argument concerning the rappers’ destabilizing 
ethnoracial performances: 
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The most public-forum trajectory of rap in the Jewish imagination, however, 
involved Jews using rap and hip-hop styles to create a masked, self-consciously 
humorous reality in the broader music scene. These artists’ religious identities 
never figured overtly into their music; yet just as with Rick Rubin and others in 
the rap/hip-hop industry, their ‘Jewish’ identities seemed to travel with them in 
certain fan circles. The Beastie Boys and MC Serch of 3rd Bass – the most famous 
of these figures – used self-parody and their unlikely image as early white rappers 
to confound listeners’ expectations about rap and race.54 
 
Instead of highlighting Jewishness in particular, the Beasties play with and unsettle 
broader notions of whiteness in hip-hop. 
 Stratton highlights two tropes of Jewish masculinity that the Beasties perform 
under the guise of whiteness: emasculation and phallic anxieties. The group’s voices 
conjure both an image of a “petulant white American teenager” and “the Jewish 
caricature of the whiney, emasculated young man forever in thrall to his overbearing 
Jewish Mother.”55 Despite the uniqueness of the Beasties’ voices, often pointed out in 
writings on the group, their vocal styles are a parodic deviation on early hip-hop flows. 
They perform with what Krims describes as an “old-school” or “sung style” flow, which 
includes rhythmic repetition, on-beat accents, regular pauses, and strict couplet 
grouping.56 This style typically features a sing-songy vocal quality, adding variation to 
relatively unadorned rhymes. Adrock’s nasal voice in particular extends this sing-songy 
quality. 
The song “Girls” from Licensed to Ill demonstrates the parodic element of this 
vocal style by taking it to the extreme. Most songs on this album feature a constant 
stream of lyrics with regular but short pauses, the group members trading lines and 
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shouting end-rhymes; however, “Girls” alters this typical format. This song is 
approximately two minutes long, featuring short rhymes surrounded by long rests and 
pared-down instrumentation consisting of a looped vibraphone melody and a repeated 
drum beat. Adrock is the primary rapper with MCA and Mike D shouting end-rhymes 
and occasionally singing an ostinato bass line. The narrator (Adrock) recounts a past 
attempt to pursue a woman while inserting general statements about his sexual desire, as 
exemplified by the song’s first verse: 
Girls 
All I really want is girls 
And in the morning it’s girls 
‘Cause in the evening it’s girls 
 
“Girls” parodies the group’s typical sexual bravado, reducing their more elaborate 
rhymes to a straightforward message about sexuality. Adrock’s nasal voice stands out in 
the bare texture, further embodying stereotypical teenage whining. This song’s parodic 
function relies on the Beasties’ exploitation of the sung style’s evenness and regularity in 
both rhythm in rhyme, which they take to the extreme. Other Jewish parody rappers also 
play with this style as a malleable signifier, highlighting the slippages between an old-
school steady rhythmic delivery as a marker of hip-hop “authenticity” and an overly 
cautious, almost sluggish, flow as a performances of nervous, incompetent Jewish 
masculinity. In addition to this similarity, it is possible to see the permeable boundary 
between Jewish and white performativity when considering how a similar vocal style 
performed by a group such as Chutzpah can be more clearly read as Jewish. Nonetheless, 
this ambivalence allows the Beasties to play with the boundaries of whiteness and 
“authenticity.” 
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Although most hip-hop writers read the Beasties’ voices as white, alternative 
readings of their vocality demonstrate the malleability of ethnoracial performance. 
Mickey Hess provides an historical counterweight against claims that the Beasties’ vocal 
styles were primarily white performativity: 
While newer white rap groups like Lordz of Brooklyn and Insane Clown Posse 
have adopted the Beastie Boys vocal styles, in particular Adrock’s nasal delivery, 
the Beasties didn’t so much attempt to sound white as they established a 
performative frame of reference for white acts to come. In fact, Q-Tip and the 
Latino rapper B Real planned to record with Adrock in a group called The Nasal 
Poets; and on MC Milk’s ‘Spam’ (1994), Adrock refers to himself and Milk as 
‘the high-pitched brothers from the East Coast.’ These collaborations with black 
artists complicate readings of the Beastie Boys’s ‘white’ vocal styles as a way to 
foreground their racial identity.57 
 
Such cross-racial vocal identification points to a nasal or high-pitched vocal style as 
outside of rap conventions, and perhaps intersects with the ways in which atypical hip-
hop performativities become coded as “white.” This helps to complicate Stratton’s 
argument, demonstrating the polysemy of the Beasties’ performances. 
The group’s emasculated vocal performances ironically contrast with the group’s 
braggadocio and libidinal posturing, or New macho Jewishness. One of the Beasties’ 
brash displays took place during their Licensed to Ill tour, where an inflatable penis, over 
twenty feet tall, was erected onstage. Stratton reads this as a possible “preoccupation with 
penis size as a combination of Jewish Mother emasculation and the cultural feminisation 
associated with anxieties over circumcision;” however, it might also be considered a 
parody of black hip-hop hypermasculinity.58 Again, Jewish masculinity is indeed 
invoked, yet the signifiers remain fluid.   
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One of my concerns over Stratton’s larger argument is his assertion that “the 
Beastie Boys never performed in a version of blackface” [emphasis mine].59 For Stratton, 
white imitation of an “African-American accent” seems to be the primary demarcation 
for hip-hop blackface, a line that the Beasties never cross. Stratton also cites the group’s 
general acceptance by black audiences as evidence of them avoiding problematic black 
representation.60 Although it is important to understand how the Beasties’ racial 
performances differed from other white rappers, this line of reasoning forecloses other 
possible interpretations of the Beasties’ ethnoracial performativity. For Miles White, the 
group’s joking ironic distance between their upper-middle-class privilege and their 
boasting over sex, drugs, and violence does not negate their invocation of black 
stereotypes: 
The Beasties appeared to wink and nod at what amounted to black stereotypes in 
order to show their allegiance to what they knew of black culture through hip-hop 
culture. From another perspective, however, and perhaps a more generous one, 
the gun-toting, fried chicken-eating, crack-smoking caricatures the Beasties drew 
of themselves may have served the same function as the nineteenth-century 
minstrel character Zip Coon, a buffoonish social misfit who offered a comic 
representation of black males but who was also a foil for white working-class 
criticism of upper-middle-class pretentiousness.61  
 
Although the Beasties did not imitate blackness to the same extent as white rapper 
Vanilla Ice, whose falsification of an inner-city upbringing led to his downfall, that is not 
to say that the group did not problematically draw on black hip-hop performance at all. 
As I will highlight throughout other Jewish parody rappers’ performances, parodying 
markers of black hip-hop authenticity cannot simply be brushed aside, even under the 
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guise of “white rebelliousness.” 
The dangerous effect of the Beasties’ hypermasculine posturing and 
objectification of women also cannot go unremarked. Adam Dubin, the co-director for 
the group’s “Fight for Your Right” music video, claims that Yauch’s act of pouring beer 
on the caged girl in their Licensed to Ill show incited audiences to throw beers at the 
dancer.62 Although the direct material effects of the group’s performances of blackness 
may remain unknowable, this beer-throwing incident demonstrates how actual bodies can 
be put at risk of physical harm through performance. 
Although the Beasties never foreground Jewishness throughout their rap career, a 
few explicit expressions of Jewishness do occur in their 2004 album To the 5 Boroughs. 
In “Right Right Now Now,” Adrock raps, “I’m a funky-ass Jew and I’m on my way” 
amidst condemnations of the KKK and anti-George W. Bush sentiment, and references to 
matzoh and challah bread appear “3 The Hard Way.” Mike D attributes the references the 
fact that the group “became very comfortable with that side of [them],” meaning 
Jewishness, the references can also be conflated with New York identity and culture.63 
These brief explicit references to Jewish identity do not necessarily demonstrate the 
group’s intended or conscious parody of Jewishness throughout their performances; 
however, it further situates this underplayed aspect of their identities within their 
performative scope. 
The Beastie Boys’ multilayered parodies of Jewish, white, and black masculinities 
illuminate the interrelated gendered and ethnoracial discourses within hip-hop and rap 
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music. Their performances highlight Jewishness as a liminal and malleable signifier 
which overlaps with whiteness, allowing the Beasties to construct themselves as a white 
rap group. The group also risks reifying stereotypes of black hypermasculinity as they 
articulate their whiteness through and against black hip-hop codes. Despite their 
infrequent explicit nods to Jewish identity, the Beastie Boys’ performances of Jewish 
masculinity and their discursive identity construction through parody place them within 
the bounds of Jewish parody rap performances.  
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Chapter 2: 
Heebster Hip-Hop Parody: 2 Live Jews and Chutzpah 
In contrast to the Beastie Boys, Jewish parody rap groups 2 Live Jews and 
Chutzpah explicitly articulate Jewish identities; however, like the Beasties, they use 
Other racial markers—blackness in particular—to define their ethnoracialized and 
gendered representations. Chutzpah’s 2005 comedic mockumentary DVD Chutzpah, This 
Is? The Official Hip-Hop-Umentary documents these so-called “Super Jews” and their 
struggle to produce a music video to save their record deal. The name “Chutzpah” is a 
Yiddishism implying boldness or nerve, and each of the group members’ names—Master 
Tav, MC Meshugenah, Jewdah, and their manager Dr. Dreck—reference or parody 
various Yiddishisms, relying on in-group referential knowledge: “Tav” refers to the letter 
T in the Hebrew, Greek, and ancient Semitic alphabet, also containing special 
significance in Judaism as the “last letter;” “Meshugenah” is Yiddish meaning “crazy;” 
“Jewdah” is a play on Judah, the son of Jacob and founder of the Israelite tribes; and 
“Dreck,” or “drek,” is Yiddish for “trash.” In addition to having unique monikers, each 
member parodies a particular trope of Jewish masculinity: Master Tav is plagued by his 
overbearing Jewish mother; MC Meshugenah is neurotic, over-medicated, and 
effeminate; Jewdah channels spiritual philosophy as a “Rastafarian Jewish philosopher,” 
and George Segal makes an appearance as Dr. Dreck, a technologically-incompetent 
older Jewish man. These characters’ parodic irony lies in the distance between their 
effeminized or de-sexualized Jewishness and their attempts at hip-hop hypermasculine 
posturing. The trope of the elderly Jewish man also appears throughout 2 Live Jews’ 
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performances; Eric Lambert and Joe Stone perform in “oldface” costume as “MC 
Moisha” (a play on Moische, the Yiddish form of Moses) and “Easy Irving,” 
respectively, a pair of elderly Jewish men who discovered their rhyming abilities by 
accident. 
Throughout 2 Live Jews’ and Chutzpah’s parodic performances, New Jewish 
identity derives from positioning Jewish tropes as both a source for humor and 
identification, while playfully undermining the notion that effeminate Jewish masculinity 
and hip-hop are incompatible. Both groups construct personas as rappers who hope to 
succeed as hip-hop stars yet constantly fail to master rap techniques or the 
hypermasculine posturing to which they aspire. However, while Jewishness is jokingly 
presented as a barrier to these characters’ success in rap music, these groups are able to 
construct clever rhymes about Jewish identity, reclaiming Old Jewish tropes by infusing 
them with hip-hop “hipness.” Cleverly signifying on themes and rhymes from black 
rappers, the in-depth knowledge of hip-hop culture required for these rappers’ parodies 
demonstrates a nuanced and playful rearticulation of Jewish identity.  
In this section I analyze 2 Live Jews’ 1990 debut album, As Kosher as They 
Wanna Be, focusing on the music video “Oy! It’s So Humid,” in order to see how the 
group both parodies and recuperates the Old Jewish figure of the aged and impotent male 
Jew by performing as old Jews. I will also trace the representations found in Chutzpah, 
This Is? to examine how Chutzpah rearticulates and celebrates various tropes of Jewish 
masculinity. Both of these groups recuperate figures of Jewish masculinity, yet they 
ultimately displace anxieties onto Other bodies, reifying tropes of black masculinity. 
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These textual analyses open up for examination Jewish parody rappers’ representations 
and performances of Jewish masculinity and their implications for American identity 
politics. 
 2 Live Jews, based in Miami, Florida, released four albums between 1990 and 
1998, with a “greatest hits” album titled The Worst of 2 Live Jews…the Best of the Shticks 
released in 2005. Stone claims that he and Lambert “devised old school rappers who had 
been rapping since the early 1950s, since they met on an Israeli kibbutz when they were 
in Hebrew school.”64 The group’s name and first album, As Kosher as They Wanna Be, 
are parodies of the popular African-American rap group 2 Live Crew and their 1989 
album As Nasty as They Wanna Be, which drew controversy for its highly sexualized 
language. Other Jewish rappers have also centered their image on the direct parody of 
specific black hip-hop artists and groups, some merely signifying on these artists’ names. 
For example, 50Shekel signifies on black rapper 50 Cent and Ju-Tang Clan parodies the 
work of Wu-Tang Clan. While only 2 Live Jews’ first album centers on hip-hop, the 
group parodies Jewish-American stereotypes throughout their oeuvre using popular 
music styles such as disco. 
2 Live Jews’ performances of identity on As Kosher as They Wanna Be play on 
the listener’s familiarity with black hip-hop masculinities, if not 2 Live Crew’s particular 
unrestrained sexual boasting, against which they contrast their sexually benign masculine 
posturing. The music video for “Oy! It’s So Humid,” based on Crew’s popular song and 
video “Me So Horny,” presents MC Moisha and Easy Irving dancing around Miami 
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beach in three-piece suits and thick gold chains, canes in hand.65 Their flow is labored 
and deliberate, pushing various Yiddishisms through heavily accented and aged voices. 
Instead of singing about their sexual appetites in the style of Crew, these old men direct 
their desires toward lunch as they complain about the heat. Their attempts at the 
hypermasculine posturing of Crew end in humorous disaster; during one of their many 
failed attempts as dancing, Moisha “accidentally” smacks Irving in the groin with his 
cane, further emasculating their image of male sexuality. This brings attention to the 
prominence of the Jewish male penis as a site for effeminacy through impotence. 
 “Oy! It’s So Humid!” also parodies 2 Live Crew’s use of an exoticized female 
voice in their track, parodying the role of the objectified woman in demonstrating male 
sexual desirability. 2 Live Crew’s version presents a woman singing/moaning, “Oh, me 
so horny/Me love you long time,” in a faux Asian accent, whereas 2 Live Jews inserts a 
nasal female voice, coded as perhaps an older Jewish woman, singing “Oy! It’s so 
humid.” This displaces the eroticized exotic woman with the trope of the nagging Jewish 
mother in order to parody the effeminized Jewish man. 
Although 2 Live Jews parodies the figure of the elderly, impotent Jewish man, 
they also recuperate this figure by demonstrating their familiarity with hip-hop culture 
and by cleverly signifying on black hip-hop vernacular practices. The music video opens 
with Moisha trying to get Irving’s attention because he is hard of hearing, a theme that is 
repeated throughout the group’s songs; Irving’s status as a “deaf” Jewish rappers plays on 
hip-hop slang’s “def,” which is used to imply excellence or mastery. Irving asks Moisha 
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what he has been up to, which launches Moisha into the rap’s first verse: 
Kickin’ in the mall, just the other day 
I was checking out the girlies and the schmucks in the toupees 
It was time to get busy, it started gettin’ dark 
So we busted out the door onto the sidewalk 
Walkin’ back to the hotel from the bagel shop 
It was so damn humid, it was on us like a mop 
I was sweating like a mule, I was frying like a blintz 
I was swimming in my shorts if you get the hint. 
 
Here, the group signifies on various common hip-hop themes: situating one’s self locally 
by identifying local popular institutions (the mall, the bagel shop); boasting about 
women; insulting other men; double entendres. Their ability to put a parodic spin on 
these themes demonstrates familiarity with hip-hop vernacular conventions. 
 The line between Jewish trope and hip-hop “authenticity” is further blurred 
through the group’s particular flow. 2 Live Jews’ rhythmic delivery is metrically regular 
with little rhythmic complexity, and their relatively slow and deliberate style can be read 
as a performance of old age. Each song on their Kosher album is preceded by an opening 
dialogue between Moisha and Irving, typically featuring long pauses and repetition—
attributed to Irving’s hearing problem—interfering with the flow of conversation. 
Although the group supersedes this awkward conversational flow by the more regular 
rhythm and faster meter of their rap, it is easy to interpret the relatively slow pacing of 
their rap as an extension of their oldface performance. However, this rhythmic profile 
also invokes an “old-school” or “sung style” flow. In “Oy! It’s So Humid!,” the first four 
lines of the first verse include the main features of sung style, including rhythmic 
repetition, on-beat accents, regular pauses, strict couplet grouping, and a sparse texture 
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primarily featuring voice and synthesized percussive beats.66 Figure 1 illustrates the 
rhythmic profile of the voice, marking each syllabic attack with an eighth-note in 4/4 
time. 
 
Figure 1: “Oy! It’s So Humid,” mm. 9-16 
 
Each line, with the exception of the opening one, begins with a two eighth-note pickup 
and ends on a strong beat. Regular pauses can be found both in between and in the middle 
of each line, and strict rhyming exists for each couplet. This style of delivery is typically 
more deliberate and sedate than other types of flows, yet it still depends on the rapper 
imparting a sense of effortlessness in performance. 2 Live Jews plays with the polysemy 
of flow, blending humorous Jewish trope and familiarity with rap conventions. 
 Despite the group’s demonstration of rap proficiency, 2 Live Jews reifies tropes 
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of black masculinity in the process of using black hip-hop codes as a medium for 
rearticulating Jewish identity. By pitting mundane, innocuous rhymes about lunch and 
humidity against the boasting of 2 Live Crew, 2 Live Jews construct a sanitized and 
humorous, if sexually deficient, masculinity through the parody of an incendiary black 
masculinity reduced to stereotype. 2 Live Crew’s track “Me So Horny” led to a legal 
battle over free speech upon its release in 1989 due to its “obscene” language. As many 
scholars of hip-hop and black cultural studies have noted, it is important to consider the 
cultural specificity of such highly-sexualized language by tying it to the toasting 
traditions of African-American communities, not as a move to erase its misogyny but to 
account for what Henry Louis Gates Jr. identifies as African-American vernacular 
practices of signifyin(g), which includes sexual boasting.67 Gates even testified at Crew’s 
trial, defending their lyrics. Although 2 Live Jews add another level of signification to 
Crew’s performances, it is important to consider the role their non-blackness plays in 
producing such representations. 
Miles White highlights the ways in which specific racialized performances of 
masculinity mobilize affect in ways that reinscribe oppressive tropes. He offers an 
example of a white male youth who appropriates hip-hop style and attempts to “act 
black” by grotesquely projecting male hardness and even violence to acquire credibility. 
White states, “it is the emotional response to this spectacle that is most critical since 
feelings around blackness and masculinity embedded at the site of the body become 
complicit in the construction of unexamined fears and anxieties that perpetuate racial 
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stereotypes and provide convenient justifications for ongoing racial prejudice, 
particularly against young black males.”68 I argue that the perhaps contrasting affective 
responses of amusement that 2 Live Jews’ performances produce allow fears and 
anxieties to further coalesce around blackness while performing a benign Jewish 
masculinity. 
While the group distances themselves from certain aspects of hip-hop 
hypermasculinity, they capitalize on the music’s history as a vehicle for statements of 
racial solidarity to affirm their own Jewish pride. Another track on Kosher, “Young Jews 
Be Proud,” features Stone and Lambert breaking out of their roles as Moisha and Irving. 
The track opens with sounds of children playing as Moisha and Irving remind them to 
“never forget what your people went through to get you here.” After this intro, Stone and 
Lambert break out into an un-ironic rap about Jewish oppression, telling young Jews to 
have pride in their past. The track is more thickly layered than the other tracks on the 
album, with synthesizers and distorted guitar chords highlighting the text throughout. 
During the chorus, Israel’s national anthem, “Hatikvah,” is prominently featured on the 
synthesizer, sonically evoking a symbol of Jewish pride with which American Jews 
might identify. This more serious call for ethnic pride, positioned as the album’s 
penultimate song, reinforces the New Jewish performative stance of reclaiming bits of the 
past, including what might have been harmful stereotypes, in order to articulate a new, 
prideful, and fluid Jewish identity. 
 Similarly, Chutzpah celebrates and ridicules Jewish identity throughout 
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Chutzpah, This Is?, parodying tropes while positioning Jewishness as central to hip-hop 
success. Each of the three members—Master Tav, MC Meshugenah, and Jewdah—and 
their “manager” Dr. Dreck evoke a parodic pairing of Jewish masculine trope and black 
stereotype. Master Tav is positioned as the lead rapper of the group, yet his overbearing 
Jewish mother holds the reins of his success. As this DVD is a musical, Tav raps about 
his mother’s grief-inducing guilt. Reminiscent of 2 Live Jews’ “Oy! It’s So Humid,” 
Tav’s rap includes a nasal voice-over, here portraying his mother whining about Tav’s 
inadequacy. Although a way to engage the trope of the effeminized Jewish man, this 
performance also allows Tav to express misogynistic fantasies. He states that his mom is 
not like “regular girls who you can push around and promise them the world,” pitting the 
negative force of his overbearing mother against his desire to control other women. Tav 
cannot escape his emasculation because his mother has personal connections upon which 
he must capitalize in order to gain any recognition as a rap star. Throughout the film, 
Master Tav imitates black hip-hop performative modes, including speech style, use of 
slang, and clothing. His mother impedes his achievement of hip-hop “authenticity” (read: 
blackness), including the sexist fantasies he aligns with black hip-hop masculinity. 
MC Meshugenah evokes the trope of the nervous Jew; however, instead of being 
reserved, he is overly boisterous, characterized as “the craziest Jew.”  Meshugenah is first 
introduced in the film with a montage of various images of his erratic behavior, including 
him crying, humping the street, applying eye drops and nose spray, and performing 
various effeminate gestures. His first “interview” in the mockumentary features him 
amidst a pile of pink blankets and toys, playing with a unicorn. Later we find out that 
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Meshugenah has a very tight flow, his rapping less forced than the other group members’, 
yet the group constantly infantilizes him. His defiant behavior appears to aid him in 
certain realms of hip-hop authenticity; he is able to spit rhymes on the street and convince 
a female dance class to dance for Chutzpah’s music video shoot. However, his lack of 
censorship also allows him to perform a version of blackface, brazenly displaying large 
bling and imitating African-American speaking styles. This further reinforces blackness 
as a trope. 
 While Chutzpah reifies tropes of blackness, they simultaneously dismiss the 
realities of violence against African Americans that may result from the proliferation of 
such stereotypes. Halfway through the film, Master Tav, Jewdah, and Dr. Dreck are 
pulled over by a police officer on the way to survey a venue for the production of their 
upcoming music video. The scene cuts to a later interview with Tav who, having 
interpreted the cop’s act of questioning their behavior as an anti-Semitic attack, claims 
that he knows “exactly how Rodney [King] feels.” Although the humor in the situation is 
supposed to derive from Tav’s ignorance of King’s experience of violence, it makes light 
of African Americans’ very real experiences of police brutality and racism, experiences 
which are largely overlooked by white America. Here, the group’s playful parody of 
stupidity and failure is highly problematic. 
 Chutzpah and 2 Live Jews’ parodies of Jewishness humorously recuperate tropes 
of Jewish masculinity, allowing for a playful blend of hip-hop performance and Jewish 
identity. However, these New Jewish expressions rely on the rappers’ performance of a 
reified black masculinity against which their Jewishness is articulated. As evident in 2 
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Live Jews’ juxtaposition of a docile Jewishness and an incendiary blackness, as well as 
Chutzpah’s dismissal of the violent effects of such reified tropes of blackness, Jewish 
parody rappers’ rearticulations of Jewish identity may come at the expense of black 
subjectivity. Nonetheless, these musicians perform New Jewishness through a queering 
of Jewish masculinity.  
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Chapter 3: 
Queering Jewish Masculinity: Athens Boys Choir 
Whereas 2 Live Jews and Chutzpah play with the ironic distance between tropes 
of Jewish and black masculinity, Harvey Katz’s music video performances highlight the 
already blurry boundary between tropes of effeminate Jewish masculinity and queer 
Jewish gender and sexual identity. In particular, his music video “EZ Heeb” plays with 
representations of Jewish and queer desirability.69 The video opens as a narrative of a 
boy-girl romance, yet Katz queers this normative arrangement of sexuality through 
performance. Katz, performing as Jewish ladies-man EZ Heeb, invokes the Jewish hip-
hop trope of signifying on another rapper’s name, here invoking N.W.A.’s Eazy-E. He 
picks his date up from her parents’ house, flowers in hand, and after a playful 
rollerskating scene he takes her to a hotel room for an evening of spandex costumes and 
Manischewitz.70 Part of Katz’s parody derives from his sexual boasting intertwined with 
expressions of Jewishness: 
You know me, I’m the EZ Heeb 
I’m famous coast-to-coast at every JCC 
Now all the girls in town wanna touch this tuchas 
All the bubbies in town want some mo’ o’ this71 
 
Throughout the video, his date confirms the desirability of his queer gender and 
sexuality. Similar to Jewish parody rappers such as 2 Live Jews and Chutzpah, Katz 
queers Jewish identity by recuperating tropes of Jewish masculinity; yet, he also 
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articulates them in an explicitly queer context, blurring the lines of gender, sexuality, and 
ethnicity. 
Since dominant representations of a failed Jewish heterosexuality also run the risk 
of being conflated with a queer sexuality, it is important to read Katz’s representations 
alongside popular representations of explicitly queer Jewish masculinity. David Schneer, 
in an article on the increasing roles of queer Jews in Jewish culture, notes the historical 
ambivalence of queer Jews in the American cultural landscape. In American film, 
television, and theatre, there are popular examples of negotiations between masculinity 
and queer sexuality: in Angels in America, the notorious Communist hunter turned AIDS 
patient Roy Cohn fervently denies his homosexuality to preserve his masculinity, as he is 
haunted by Ethel Rosenberg; in the American version of Queer as Folk, Jewish lesbian 
Melanie Marcus struggles with her son’s biological gay father, Brian Kinney, over the 
circumcision of their son, where circumcision is depicted as in tension with modern gay 
culture. Schneer claims that in the 2000s a post-assimilationist queer Jewish culture has 
come to the fore, particularly in the realm of entertainment; however, he primarily cites 
the work of queer female musicians, including the all-female klezmer band Isle of 
Klezbos and the campy, feminist musical performances of the group Charming Hostess. 
We can examine the music video performances of Harvey Katz in light of the 
historical interrelationships between queerness and Jewishness. Katz articulates an 
explicitly queer sexuality in his music videos, playing with tropes of Jewish masculinity 
in his depictions of queer desire. Katz’s conflicting use of signifiers of gender and 
sexuality throughout his music videos serve to destabilize assumptions concerning the 
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singer’s gender, sex, and sexuality; as an out transsexual, Katz performs a destabilized 
transsexual sexuality. Dominant representations of transsexual men are constructed by 
conflicting images and discourses of anxiety, which simultaneously fetishize and 
desexualize the transsexual body. Katz’s performances of sexuality serve to subvert the 
anxious fetishization of the transsexual body while constructing a positive queer 
eroticism surrounding his body and desire. Katz’s destabilized representations are also 
tied to his explicit goal of using his music as a platform for transgender education and 
visibility; his song lyrics and music videos critically and playfully explore transgender 
identity and politics.72 
Although Katz’s music videos primarily circulate amongst queer audiences via 
the Internet, these performances are important sites of engagement with representations 
of both transsexual sexuality and Jewish male sexuality. Through an examination of 
Katz’s videos, I argue that Harvey Katz performs a mutable queer Jewish sexuality by 
engaging with signifiers of both an ambivalent masculinity and a non-threatening yet 
playfully erotic transsexual and queer sexuality. Through his performances, Katz 
“queers” Heebster hip-hop traditions, presenting ambiguous and often contradictory 
musical and visual signifiers. I will briefly examine Katz’s music video “EZ Heeb” from 
2009 to illuminate the mutable representation of Jewish and transsexual sexuality and the 
construction of a queer modern Jewish sexuality. 
In considering the intersections between representations of Jewish masculinity 
and transsexual sexuality in Katz’s music videos, it is necessary to review the extant 
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literature on transsexual and transgender representation in various media. I differentiate 
between transsexual and transgender in order to parse their intersecting yet somewhat 
independent discourses, particularly in terms of representation, although I acknowledge 
that identity terminology and definitions are ever-shifting. For the purposes of this study, 
transsexual refers to those individuals who identify as a gender or sex other than the one 
to which they were assigned at birth; many, but not all, choose to undergo hormonal or 
surgical transitions to align their bodies with their inner sense of identity. Transgender is 
a broader term that encompasses transsexuals, referring to “anyone who does not feel 
comfortable in the gender role they were attributed with at birth, or who has a gender 
identity at odds with the labels ‘man’ or ‘woman’ credited to them by formal 
authorities.”73 There is much ongoing debate as to the usefulness of “transgender” as an 
umbrella term, with many self-identified transsexuals arguing against being subsumed 
under the category. However, many individuals, including Katz, employ the term 
“transgender” or “trans” as an umbrella term, particularly for purposes of general “trans” 
education. For the purposes of this paper, I will primarily use the term “transgender” or 
“trans” in the broad sense, at times differentiating representations of transsexuals that 
specify the medicalized and often surgically- or hormonally-transformed body as a site 
for anxiety. 
Unfortunately, there is a lacuna in research on transgender representation at large. 
In an essay printed in the 2011 issue of Feminist Studies, Canadian gender and sexuality 
scholar Bobby Noble highlights this “decidedly noisy lack of engagement with cultural 
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production – narrative film, documentary and/or experimental film, poetry and mixed-
media performance work, literary texts, and so on,” in his survey of transgender studies’ 
texts. It is important for scholars to engage with the cultural products that circulate both 
within the mainstream and smaller queer communities to examine dominant 
representations of transgender embodiment, identities, and desires, as well as those 
produced by and for trans individuals. 
One notable text that has engaged with such media is John Phillips’s Transgender 
On Screen. However, his study is limited to male cross-dressers in comedies, “shemale” 
porn, psychotic transvestites, and drag queens. While all of these images influence 
broader discourses of transgender and transsexual sexuality, he has little to say 
concerning transmen specifically and transgender representation at large. He does note, 
however, the broad issue of sexual fascination and danger in representations of trans 
individuals, where narrative climax leads to the moment of “revealing”—either of the 
supposedly “true” gender or sex of the cross-dresser or of the genitalia of the 
transsexual.74 The fetishization of this revealing constructs the eroticization of the 
transgender as being dependent on sexual fascination and/or fear of what is perceived to 
be the individual’s “true” sex. 
Although there are few transmen depicted in film and television, existing 
performances construct both anxiety and desire around the moment when a transman’s 
genitalia are either “revealed” or “discovered,” notably in the film Boys Don’t Cry (2009) 
and the television show The L Word (2004-2009). In addition to these representations, 
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narratives published by medico-psychological literature primarily present MTF (male-to-
female) and FTM (female-to-male) transsexuals as disgusted by sex and their own 
genitalia.75 While these types of media representations and narratives do correspond to 
many trans individuals’ experiences, they primarily shroud the transman’s sexuality in 
anxiety and mystery, rather than positively framing eroticization and desire. As 
previously mentioned, Katz’s videos resist these normative representations by 
undermining the fetishization of a revealing. 
Throughout Katz’s “EZ Heeb” music video, his character performs a campy 
version of hyper-masculine posturing, a queer verbal and visual troping which highlights 
the slippage between a generic hip-hop masculine posturing and feminized theatricality. 
As Judith Halberstam notes in her work on drag kings, while hegemonic masculinity 
depends on an understated gender performance that presents itself as “authentic” against 
the excesses of femininity, men are required to constantly “prove” their masculinity 
through performances or risk being deemed effeminate.76 This paradox is highlighted by 
Katz’s performance – masculine display is taken too far and exceeds the “naturalness” 
upon which hegemonic masculinity relies. Because male theatricality is coded as 
effeminate and homosexual, the slippage between masculine posturing in hip-hop 
performances and theatricality demonstrates the malleability of gendered signifiers. 
Katz’ performances of masculinity through the video clearly mirror that of a drag 
king through his rapid use of identifiably gendered costumes. While in the hotel room 
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with his date, EZ Heeb dons many different costumes – from shirtless lumberjack to 
pants-less cop to a purple velvet ice skating leotard with sequins. As he asks his date if 
she desires him—inquiring, “Ain’t you never heard of the EZ Heeb?” as he dances in 
these various outfits—Katz queers masculine gender performance, undermining the 
stability his own masculine image by performing various masculinities. Katz’s nod to the 
practice of drag performance is even more explicit in his video for “Fagette.” In the 
opening scene of this video, Katz exhibits a “preppy,” upper-class masculinity, wearing a 
button-up shirt over a pastel plaid scarf and a pink sweater draped over his shoulders. 
Everything about this scene is overly contrived, particularly the Astroturf-covered table, 
undermining any potential authenticity of this scene and thus his presentation. The 
stability of this masculinity is quickly undermined – before the first verse ends, Katz 
covers his face with a newspaper and flips it forward several times to reveal himself 
dressed as different types of men: first a cowboy, then a sailor, and finally a police 
officer. These are clearly presented as costumes, as performative masculinities. Because 
his audience is likely to be aware that he is a transman, an identity that is later confirmed 
in the song, his “layering” of masculinities mirrors Katz’s own gender performance as a 
“natural” man, revealing the “permeable boundaries between acting and being.”77 
These types of male costumes in both “Fagette” and “EZ Heeb” might be read as 
Village People-like characters, particularly in “Fagette” as Katz is simultaneously singing 
about how he “may have a tendency towards homosexualit-heeey.” This performance 
could also be classified as what Halberstam refers to as “fag drag” – the performance of 
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masculinities that are identifiable as gay. This Village People reference is not merely a 
nod to a group of musicians who were popular with gay audiences, but also a 1970s disco 
scene that served as a safe space for queers.78 Thus, Katz opens himself up to a 
multiplicity of queer readings – not only as gay through his particular choices in 
costuming, but perhaps also as lesbian through his drag-king-like performances. This 
destabilizes both his identity and sexuality.  
This slippage in masculine heterosexual posturing relates to the slippage between 
the parodic “failed” posturing of Jewish hip-hop artists such as 2 Live Jews, in that the 
stability of masculinity is undermined by either by its under- or over-performance. In 
contrast to Katz’s exploration of the limits of hegemonic male heterosexual posturing, he 
interweaves representations of an awkward, effeminate Jewish boy. He sheepishly grins 
at his date as they roller skate to the hotel, and again when he drops her off at home 
before sundown. After an evening of sexual play at the hotel, he kisses her sweetly with a 
sunset in the background, his closed eyes and pursed lips displaying an ironic reservation. 
Against this timidity, despite it being framed as ironic, we can read EZ Heeb’s earlier 
boisterous attitude to his date’s father as a parody of the attitudes of young white males – 
they perform an overstated masculinity, yet are ultimately revealed as anxious over their 
sexual performance. 
In addition to this queering of masculinity, Katz plays with different 
representations of sexuality, from heterosexual romance, to queer flirting with the 
bellboy. Katz’s displays in “EZ Heeb” not only play on the slippage between masculinity 
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and femininity, but also between heterosexuality and a gay sexuality. When EZ Heeb first 
brings his date into the hotel room, he winks at the bellboy – this is so overt and campy 
that this moment could be read as either homosocial bonding over a successful 
heterosexual encounter or as flirting between the two men. This ambiguity is highlighted 
when the bellboy enters the hotel room later to perform a dance routine on the bed with a 
woman dressed in a French maid costume and another dressed as the hotel receptionist. 
In the primary sexual scene in the video, Katz undermines dominant 
representations of the transsexual as a site for erotic fear and fascination. When EZ Heeb 
and his date finally get to the bed, Katz puts on a black rubber glove while his date 
measures a length of saran wrap. Whether or not we read these two as having had sex 
with one another before, his date expresses no anxiety over Katz’s transsexual body, 
smiling broadly as she lip-synchs to the camera. The use of saran wrap possibly hints 
towards EZ Heeb as having female genitals; if the viewer is familiar with “Fagette”, it is 
clear that the performer proudly has a vagina. However, it could also imply other non-
normative sexual acts. Ultimately, in “EZ Heeb,” the viewer is not given any more 
information about the sexual encounter, avoiding a specific fetishized “revealing” of the 
transsexual body. There are no “comic misunderstandings” that are prevalent in cross-
dressing comedies, despite the humor and ambivalence surrounding the character’s 
sexuality.79 Katz/EZ Heeb’s sexuality is framed as erotic with no anxiety on the part of 
either him or his date. 
In his “Fagette” video, transsexual sexuality is not only framed positively – it is 
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celebrated, as Katz sings proudly about his vagina and the multiplicity of dildos at his 
disposal. In “Fagette,” Katz plays with the anxiety over Jewish men’s impotence by 
framing an entire song around his lack of male genitalia, acknowledging his impotence in 
terms of traditional heterosexual masculinity, while deferring anxieties through sexual 
boasting. 
Jewish identity is also engaged in Katz’s videos through the interplay of Jewish 
sacred and cultural signifiers and other secular signifiers, constructing queer Jewish 
sexuality as New Jewish identity. For example, EZ Heeb and his date enjoy 
Manischewitz while bathing in a campy heart-shaped bathtub, as he sings about queer sex 
and matzo ball soup. At the end of the video, his date throws a photo of EZ Heeb next to 
her parents’ wedding photo. This juxtaposed image of her parents in conservative 
wedding outfits, the husband wearing what appears to be a spodik (a tall, black, fur hat 
worn by some Hasidic Jews), and Katz in his purple leotard constructs an explicitly queer 
modern Jewish identity. Tradition is framed as heterosexual marriage, whereas modernity 
is gender play, ambiguity, and a queer sexuality. In light of this, we may read the video’s 
opening—in which the grandmother expresses her desire for the EZ Heeb—as 
representing the desirability of this new Jewish sexuality. 
 Katz’s aural performance works with visual and textual signifiers to highlight the 
slippages between Jewishness and queerness. Katz opens “EZ Heeb” with a slow, almost 
mournful version of the “Hava Nagila” tune. This is replaced by a funky hip-hop beat; 
however, after Katz starts rapping, the “Hava Nagila” melody returns in the bassline, 
interwoven with the updated and youthful hip-hop sound. In other tracks off of the same 
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album, which is titled Bar Mitzvah Superhits of the 80s 90s and Today, Katz creates a 
musical and textual interplay of Jewishness and queerness; for example, the track 
“Mourner’s Prayer” melds recitation of the Mourner’s Kaddish and poetry concerning his 
family’s loss of a daughter through his transition. 
In addition to the “Hava Nagila” quotation, Katz’s vocal performance blurs 
boundaries between Jewishness, gender, and sexuality. Many times throughout this video 
he accentuates a nasal vocal quality, signifying both Jewishness and a stereotyped 
effeminate gay male vocality. This malleable signification is supported by his seemingly 
conflicting speaking positions while performing as EZ Heeb, which includes a queer 
male positionality. He also highlights this nasal vocal quality while boasting his 
desirability to Jewish grandmothers, or “bubbies,” as well as claiming his homosexual 
tendencies. Like other Jewish parody rappers, Katz’s use of a sung style flow serves to 
highlight the sing-songy vocal delivery that is open to an interpretation as Jewish 
performance. 
Like other Jewish parody rappers, Katz exploits tropes of effeminate Jewish 
masculinity in order to rearticulate Jewish identity, particularly queer Jewishness. 
Although he does occasionally employ black hip-hop codes throughout his performances, 
Katz avoids the reification of black hypermasculinity by constructing ironic humor 
through references to sexuality and queerness rather than the juxtaposition of blackness 
and Jewishness. By highlighting this significant difference between Katz and the other 
musicians featured in this thesis, I do not intend to make a distinction between the racial 
politics of queer and non-queer Jewish parody rappers. Further study of these and other 
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performers will help to complicate this picture. However, Katz’s identity performances 
do emphasize the potential for Jewish parody rappers to opt out of invoking blackface 
while performing New Jewish identity. 
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Conclusion 
 As Moshin notes in his work on New Jewishness, there are political implications 
for New Jewish identity performances in this so-called “post-identity” era. While 
postmodern, post-structuralist, feminist, and queer theory discourses have helped to 
dismantle the notion of identity as stable and biologically ingrained, it is clear that 
individuals and collectives continue to organize around notions of identity as meaningful 
markers of social and historical ties. New Jewish performances, in demonstrating the 
intersectionality of Jewishness with masculinity and blackness, illuminate the complex 
interweaving of political and hierarchical identities. 
 As New Jewish performers, Jewish parody rappers reclaim Old Jewish identities 
through parody and broaden the range of Jewish representation in popular media. Their 
performances acknowledge the already existing malleability and multiplicity of identity 
while expanding constructed notions of Jewishness and masculinity. Much like the hip-
hop practice of musical sampling, Jewish parody rappers build layered significations, 
articulating New Jewish identities by recontextualizing racialized tropes. The Beastie 
Boys use Jewishness to claim space as white rappers within hip-hop’s racialized 
landscape. 2 Live Jews infuse the trope of the elderly Jewish male with pop culture 
competence while Chutzpah recuperates tropes of effeminate and impotent Jewish 
masculinity, both cleverly signifying on hip-hop conventions and Jewish cultural 
references. Katz performs an explicitly queer Jewishness, highlighting the already present 
queerness of Jewish identity. 
 Each of the Jewish parody rappers examined in this thesis highlights Jewish 
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liminality and the malleability of identity; however, it is imperative to not overlook the 
problematic racial and gendered politics of their performances. Although these musicians 
make space within Jewish masculinity, the very image of Jewishness that has long served 
as a narrow and inadequate stand-in for Jewish identity at large, for the reshaping of 
Jewish representations and subjectivities, it is impossible to ignore the frequent 
reification, or absence, of women throughout their performances. Most significantly, 
Jewish parody rappers often reify tropes of black hypermasculinity in order to highlight 
the fluidity of their own identities. How might New Jew performers avoid the leftover 
stain of burnt cork as they continue to shift the terrain of identity? 
 Through this project I have examined a handful of Jewish parody rappers and their 
texts, hoping to extend considerations of how rap becomes a locus for identity 
articulation and contestation. In addition to expanding notions of the intersections 
between identity and music, I look forward to continued examinations of the role of 
parody and humor in constructing meaningful identities and the ever-expanding 
conceptions of American Jewish music and performance. 
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